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11-12 year old reviewers for BOOK 1: 
 

"It's crazy!, really good but crazy! it was great but it ended! is 
there a next one already can we get it now?" He left upset when I 
said that this was the only book so far. Twist and Turn Blog 
@booksandemma 
 

"This book was amazing! I loved this book so much I devoured the 
story and I'm hungry for more." WhereIsMyMind @saraWIMM 
 

"...everyone will enjoy The Three Hares - The Jade Dragonball 
just as much as I have, it's packed full of adventure and magic a 
bit like Harry Potter." by young Eva through her mother’s blog 
@Lentlesslypurpl; Her mother tells us Eva has already read the book 
twice. 
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Salma Mansour is a black belt in taekwondo, a skill she will have to use soon 
to stay alive. One second, she’s in the British Museum, the next a thousand 
years away in a battle between the Saxons and Vikings. And she’s supposed to 
help? Things momentarily brighten when she encounters Sara and Sanjeev, 
who seem to understand. They don’t have much time to plan though; without 
warning, all three are transported to Xi’an, stronghold of Chan, a wealthy gang 
leader bent on immortality. Chan has kidnapped world famous geneticist Lin 
Dan and assembled fragments of an ancient magic. Chan will stop at nothing 
to fulfil his dream… even if it means releasing forces far beyond his control. 
The Three Hares must work together to defeat Chan and the power that 
controls him … or else.? 
 
Depth, insights, action, and surprising twists and turns 
make this quest fantasy a standout production! 
D. Donovan, Senior Reviewer, Midwest Book Review 
 
Author Details 
 

Scott Lauder was born in Ayrshire, Scotland. Having taught in Greece, 
Japan, and England, he now lives with his wife and four cats in the 
UAE where he teaches English. In his free time, he enjoys hiking and 
drinking good coffee. His other books include The Right Thing, A 
Single Shot, and The Boy-King Tutankhamun. 
 

David Scott Ross has traveled and taught throughout Asia since he 
first moved there in 1987. He currently teaches in upstate NY, where 
he lives with his wife and two sons. When David is not writing or 
teaching, he dreams about becoming a chef, a rock star, maybe an 
actor, but probably not all at once. At present, he is wrapping up two 
projects: Pastimes, encounters with a Stone Age people, and Dim, a 
detective novel. 
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